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Investigation of spin effects in high energy r~actions is a crucial problem of pertur
bative QCD. The standard perturbative QCD calculations canbot explain such exper-
im~ntally observable phenomena in hard and,soft reactions (1). . 

(i) In hard processes (all kinematic variables are larger than the dimensional pa
rameters of the process: s, It I, lui ~- ml) .the spin-flip effects are absent in the massless 
limit (2). If we do not omit the quark masses, the spin-flip amplitude are suppressed 
as•a power of S with respect to. the spin-non~fl~p OI~e.. .. 
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I Tnon-f/ip I~ ~ 
(ii) In higli energy reaction's at small momenta· transfer (s ·-. · oo, t-fixed) the 

t-channel ~xc.hange 'with vacuum quantum numbers (pomeron) contributes. The cal
culations of diagrams and their summations .are usually performed in the leading log
arithmic approxirflation (see [3] e.g.) .. However the spin-flip amplitudes are absent in 
this approximation. 

Note that there are many spin experimental data .at high energies and fixed mo
menta transfer. So the investigation of the pomer()n spin structure is v,ery importan~, 
The vacuum t-channel amplitude is usually associat_ed in QCD .with the two-gluon e~ .... 
change (4]. The spinless pomeron was analysed in [5, 6, 7] on the basis of a QCD 
model with taking account of the nonperturbative properties of the theory. ·A similar 
model was used to .investigate the spin effects in poineron exchange. It was shown. 
that different contributions' like a gluon 'ladder [8] and quark loops '[9', 10, 1.1], may 
lead to the spin-flip amplitude growing as s in th~ limit s ·-'-+ oo. As a result the spin
flip amplitudes are suppressed unly logarithmically with respect to. the spin-rwn:flip 
amplitude · 

. IT,u'P I mVfii 
I Tnon-flip I~ a(m,t) Ins/so" 

(I) 

. Here and in ·what foliows m = .33Ge V is the constituent quark mass and a is a 
. function linearly dep~ndent on It I at large It!. This result Confirms the ab;enc~ of the 

spin-flip amplitudes only in the leading log approximation. ' 
. The purpo~~ of this paper is. the investigation of the spin effects in quark-quark , · 

· scattering that plays an if!1portant role in different hi_gh energy processes. Previously 
this high-energy subprocess was studied,in the soft momentum transfer region. It was 
shown in [S]within the qualitative QCD analysis that the qq spin-flip amplitude grow
ing ass can be obtained in the a~ order. Such effects in qq scattering were calculated in 
[12] by the QCD long-distance model with the elements of perturbative theory together 
with the nonperturbative p~opagators. In this· paper the quantitative calculations of 
the spin effects in qq scattering will be pe:formed in the a; order in the semi-hard 
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regions~ oo, ltl >. 1GeV2 iwher~ the ~~turbative theoryca~ be used. To solve 
this problem, we shall calculate the non-leading log,terms.of the scattering amplitude 
omitting only the power corrections of the order 1/s. -The analysis of different matrix 
structure contributions to.the spin-flip amplitude will be done too .. Their magnitudes 
are not very small but they are strongly compensated for quarks on the mass-shell. The 
factorization of the spin-flip amplitude into the spin-dependent largecdistance part and 
the high-energy spinless pomeron. will be shown. This permits us to discuss the. possibl~ 
results of summatio~ of the pomeron gi-aphs in higher orders of QCD in the ·spin-flip 

· contributions. · · · 

Let us investigate the quark~quark scatte~ing · · 
~ t ~-' 

q(pt) + q(P2) =' :q(P3) + q(p4)· . ·~· 

\' 

In what follows we shall use. the symmetric ·coordinate system·in which the sum of 
quark momenta before and after scatt":ring is di~ected along the z-axis 

Pl + P3 ( I P2 + P4 
~-=.-. -

2
- = po,O,O,pz), P = -.-

2
-. = {po,~,O,-pz)i 

arid the momenta tia~sfer Ll; along i-axis l8] 

r: = ~~ ; P3 ,= P4 ; P2 ~ (0, ~Ll(2, 0, 0).' 

As a result 
2 _ 12 _ 2 + •Ll
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It is well known that the spin-flip' amplitude growing aSs is absent i'n'the born 
two-gluon diagrams. Thi~ contribution can be obtained frominor~complicated ladder 
diagrams .. We shall investigate the graphs drawn in figure 1. The role ~£other diagrams 
with the radiative correctio~s will be discussed later~ It canbeshown that the planar 
laddei.- diagram; have the following· asymptotical behavior ( ~ee [13f e:D·) · . 

TP1"n(s,t)"' cs lnn(s)<P(t), 

(a) 

Figure 1: The a! contributions. to the spin-flip amplitude 
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c i.s a color· factor. ,Moreover,. there are :s -+- u cr~s~ing diagrams with cros~cd 
gluon lines' It is easy to see that the color factors in· these c~ses are the same. for the 
color singlet state in-the t-channel. In the semi-hard-region we have u ~-s-and the 
real parts are 'compensated in the sum of diagrams. As· a result; we obtain 

T~lan(~,t·)+'r•~~(;,i) ~ ics~1r ln;,_i_(s)'~(~) .. , .-- (3) 

So:'~ve ca~·calc~lateonly the_im~gi~ary pa~ts of diagrams- in ·th~·case• of p~rn~~o~ 
excltange. . - . . . - -- . . . -. . . . - . • 

In calculations we shall use the Feynman gauge because only the gp,v terms in 
t-channel gluon propagators contribut~ t(). thneading ~ .. s ~erms of th(:! _scattering 
amplitudes and in the a! order we have no ghost contributions. Let us calculate the 
matrix element of the amplitude, Fig.l, with spin~ flip in the upper quark line. In this 
case only the spin-non-flip mat~ix element in the lower quark line has a term growing 
as s for s.-+ oo. -It is determined by the following structure [Sj' · 

u+(p1 +·r)-yjl.(P1 + f_~m)-·tu+(/:_ ;) ~ 4P1jl.P1
". (4) 

To show that the spin~fli~ al1d non~fiip amplitude~ha~~ i. kimilar a.Sy~ptotics ass -+ oo; 
we shall write the matrix structure in theuppcrquark line for the diagram ofFig.lb 
as an example:· . · · · · . -- . . ·' ... · · · ._ · · ·. · . · 

Nt·"4p:p~ = 4/p(¥ :....c f + m)l(¥...: T+.m)l(¥ +.f + m)-yP ~ 
l6(kp1){p1 [k2 ~ r2

- m2
]- 2[{kp1)¥ :-- 2m(kj/) + if"'""~kap~rp/a/s]}. (5). 

we omit the terms 'proportional to (l]l) whi~h do nottontribute to the leading' 
ofthe imme~ator {5). It is easy to see that the term proportional to fl 

.(5) ~can)~adonly to the spin-non-fiip.amplitude,but:an other terms;producethe 
.-flip one. Moreover, ,th~ direct calculati6.n of the matrix elements with thc.hclp of 
results froin[S] shows that both flip and_non~flip amplitu~e~are grow.ing as;s2jn . 

_ ~;_:,.. oo limit.Sothey are ofthe ~axileordcrofm?-gnitu.de .. _. . - -
Now let us· calculate the imaginary parts of the spin-non~flip matrix' eiemcnts in the 

quark li~e (T;(s,t)) (see (4)) of the diagr~rns i~ Fig.1(a)-(c) .. Theyhave the f~_rni 
. 6 ..• ·"·· _.. ,·_ - •• '. --- • • 

Im(T;(s, t)) = c;-(9 )S j d4 kcP18[(p- kJZ- mi]h'[(k -;-1)2 -_ m~J __ _ 
2 27r . . . . -

· .. 8[(v: +1)2 -m2
] [Nt~4~:p~f (GJGi) II (F(l\±. ;)),'' (6) · 

where ci is a color.f~~tor: mi.' and G}G~ aretl1e corresponding rn~scs. a~·a.-~:mctions 
from t-channcl propagators in the upper part of the' graph, F(l ± r) a're the gluon. 
propagato_rs from th~ lowe.q:i'm;t of the graph, Jlff:~, is a matrix structufe iri tl~~ upper 
quark line. It is useful to perform thc...calculation~ in the light-cone variabl~~ 

k = (xp+, k_, k.L), l = (YP+• L, l.L), P± =Po± Pz· 

.,.~~T:ci:·~?~1~ *-i~41_:;._7 :ri:!.~-"'·~;-r"~ 

-~·:.~ ::.;_~~1:/l:;,"': ": ... , ·"' ·~ -L1t:.<:-:':t ~ .. 
~ .. ·"'""-: ~ 
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After integration with the c5-fu;tctions we obtain the following representation 
I . . . . -

Im(T;{s_,t))-::::c;(~o~)2 :t._ ~~d::):j-. "~k.LJll~ 
. - . 7r S lso/• X .. X . .. .. ··-

[ Ni''4p"p~ (G!GDIT(F(l±.r))] h,_,L,q_,11 • •• :(7) 

Here k_,l_,y arc pole solutions of the c5-functions. For theinve8tigated diagrams the 
functions G and'F look as follows- . - . . 

G!·2 =G; = 1-·x 

x2m2 + (1-_x)>.2 + [k.L ± (1- x)rJ.j2' 
1-x 

G l,2 
6 = (1- x)2m2 + x>.2 + [k.L :f (I- x)rJ.J2'. 

X G! =G~, G~::::, 
x2m2 +(1- i)>.2+ [k.L -l.L +xr.LJ2' 

1 .. 
(8) F(l±r) = 

>.2 + [l.J, ± r .LJ2' 
where we introduce the mass.>. in the gluon ,propagators. It follows fro~ (S) that in 
the X-+ 0 limit we have infrared singularities only ;from the gluon propagators F( 1 ± r) 
in the lower part of the graph; Ali other propagators have no divergences in this limit. 

The numerators of the diagrams can be decomposed over the independent matrix. 
structures . ' . . . . . -. 

N ""t I I ~Nkr· 
i ', P"P" = L..., ; k~ (9) 

k=O "• 

Here we usc the following definitions of these matrix structures 

.Jl . if"i1"'1Pp PI r '"" '"" · o/3 1 -f - ~ f - I i' -.I. i' - , . " /3 'l tP ,s f. - zmcr Por/3 
0- S, 1 - , 2 - F• 3- .S • _ 4.- . S (10) 

As a result of such normalization in (10) we have no energy dependences in the spin-flip. 
and nori-flip matrix clements of (i';)~ It was mentioned when we analysed thc_lnatrix 
structure of (5) that the.fo term contributes onlyto the spin~non'cflip amplitude' in the 
uppe~ quark line. The f'., i'2 structures contributes to both the spir;·flip and n~it-flip 
amplitudes. The structures f 3 , i'4 hre determin~d by the antisymmetric tcrins in the 

·quark line and lead to the spin-flip effects only. This can be checked, for example, by 
a direct calculation of the matrix clements [8]. · ' ' .. - •. -- , ·. • - · •. 

We d-o not ·want to calculate here the spin-non-flip amplitude connected with th~ 
i'o· contribution. Note that there arc nonvanishing parts in the limit i'-+ 0 a-t N? in. 
(9). As a result; the main contribution to the integral (7),is determined by ihe region 
x 'V s0 / s that leadSto, the additionalln(s/ s0 ) factor .. Just these terms were calculated 
in difTcr~nt papers (sec [13] e.g.) in the leading log ~ppro~irnation. \Ye shall analyse 
the i'1 - i\ clfects.here. They do not .have the ln(s/ s0 ) factor and have been omit led 
in the previous calculations. The forms of the leading terms \vith respect to s of N;k in 
{9) together with the spin-flip matrix den tents (N/'"·1]1~10 flip for the graphs of Fi·g.l. 
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A. I_ B ;, c 
\ 

- ' .,-

Nt 10ms2 x2 ..i16ins2 x 2 12'ms2 x(1- x) 

- N2' · ~8.52 x2 (f~-~)- 8 ,S2'J;3 > 8 2' ( 1 '> > )2 .-sx -x 
-

16 s 2 x2 -4s2 
• . N3 ·j 20s2 x(L:- x) . 

[(4~f ::_ 7x + 3) ....: ( 4;2 - 1'ox + 6) l:r:/ D.] 

N4 I -20s2 x l' 0 ·y··· ,, . ~t2•'· . _ .. [{1-2l:r:/ll)(l-:-x)) . / •' 

:-- .~ .( ; '.~ ! ·' -1 

:I (N)flip I -8ms2
• -8ms2• -4m s2 

• 

D. x2(1- x) lllx2(l'-~) . ·'x(1_:x}[ll(I-2x) -2lr] 

Table'l: The leading s2 terms of the N;•amplitudes in (-8) and the total spin-flip matrix 
elements (Nfv4p~p~)ft!p for' the diagrams o£Fig.1a-c;··: '·'· ,,, ' ,; - : .. 

> ··: -i > ••• : ~ ;. • ' ; ' >':.; :: > 

are sh~\vr( iii Table'!. All 'functions in thtdable aie' growing ·as .52 • Orie po~ver of s · 
is compensated in the integral (7) and both the spin~flip and non-flip amplititdes' are 
growing as s. · .. . · , . 

The born two-gluon high-ene~gy,amplitude O(a~) has a form 

·· (T29(s,t)) =·A29(s,t)1\)~· : '(11) 

where 

A29(s,t) = 4isa;c:i J d2 l1. IT(.F(i± ~j)~ c2 = 
3
8
6 

{12) 

with (F(l ± r)) deter~im;d in(8).' . . . . ' 
For the r 1 .-r 4 contributi~n to the a'mplittid~~ Fig.1 we can \vrite 

. . ' . ' . . ' '. . - ' • . ' . . . -. ~ . ' • ! . : ,· ~ <'. . . • / . • 

/;•· 

' > .4 ,. ' ' ' 

(T;(s,t)) = '2:J't(~,t) ~k,. ., (13) 
'' 

k=l . . ,;.,' ;;' 

H-is easy to see that in (Ta) and (Tb) the integrals over azkl. and ~I rare factorized 
completely.· Moreover; the integrals over azr1.-coincide ~ith the transverse integral in 
(12): So, we'have ., . ·· .,,. ·''· · · ·-· .•.· .· .,,. 

4 •• .. ' '., > '-:·-

> "(Ta,b(s,t))'= A29(s·,~) LB!,;, f'k·= A29(s;tp3a,b· 
' '. > •. , •• k=l > '< :. ; ·- • • ; > • > > ., ;; 

(14)· 

"' . ' . ,. '· ' 

This fa~torization 'can be proved for the (Tc) term ~n pi~ basis of some approximations __ 
only~and we use (14)as a definitioi-1 for Be .. -- · __ . . ·· _ · ·- . · . · ·- · 

• • » ' ' ' ' ' ' 2 '> ' ~' > ' ';· ' 

(Tc(s,t)} =A 9 (s,t) Be. (15) ' 
/ 
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For. the sum. ()f ( 11) _aJ1<l the _ampii tudes ~t:<?.m Fig. ~-'Y~~ <:8:~ ~!i~e. 

. : ·· (T(sJt)} = A29(s,t) [ro'+'L BiT:. . .: 
• < • • ~ 

0 

·' - • ,. • -- •• i=·a .. c 
. ' (16) 

Calculating the ·spin:f1Qil~_flipand spin-flip m.;_trix elements in the upper quaddine from 
(16).we have · ·,. -~ ·- · ·· . 

(T(s, t))Mn-flip = A29(s, t}(1 + O(a,)), :::.- .. 

· (T(s,t))ftip= A29(s;t) L (B;}flip· .... ·· 
~· v- • • • • -i=a .. d'__,.~~- --··---·~ ·· 

(17) ·t 

-
As it was met;1tioned previously, in (17) we d~ not calculate the contribution of the~ 
terms to the'(T(s,t))non-flip· ~ 

The results of calculations of different spin-flip structures B! b(rk} flip together with 
'·· th~ full ~pin-flip amplitude' (Ba,b} iti~ detefmined in. (14f£or the diagrams of Fig.1a,b are 
's~own in Figure 2a;b: In caltul<i.tion we use a,= .3·which·is typical f.or lq2 l = 1GeV2 

··and'),-= .1GeV.• One can see that' the indi':'i(!ual contributions are not very small as 
.. compared to_ unity (the magnitude of the spin-non-flip amplitude aft~r extracting the 
· A2U(s, t) term). But'th'ey are different in~sigri and 'compensate each ~ther ~ssey{tiallyin 

· ·the total a~plitude.' For ex!'-rnple, the su;m ofthe terms prop.or.tional to {f1 }, (f3 ), (f4 ) 

.. ' is e'qual t<? zero and only (f:i) .contributes to_ the ~~plitude (B;.} flip· The role of indi
vidual graphs (Fig. I). in the t~tal'spin-flip ·amplitude (B~)ji;; is .. shown ·~ri Fig.2c; The 
magl1itude of the nonplanar arriplitlj.de (Bc)Jtip is-smaller than 10per c~nt 1of the planar 

• ; ~onti-ibutions: The total spin,flip·a~plitude is ab~ut 2 p~~ ~~I1t ~(ih~'(T'(~,t))non-flip· 
. Th~ result~' of c;;_kul<itions do not depend practically. em'). due to the nonsingular be

havior' of all propagatcirs 'in the <flk_L integrals. Note that the smallness of the resulting ' . . . ~ 

spin-flip amplitude is caused by the compensation of different contributions, which is 
, possible only for the quarks on the mass shell. Really, the model investigations of the 
lq ~lastic scattering at high'energies·[ll, 12] show thatthe off-mass-shell effects in the 
qua.'rk loop increase the spin-flip 'amplitude essentially.:! _, .• , .. ,; .. ' •:;:~ , .• 
: · ' ·we analyse· the role of the radiative corrections to' the spin effects too: .When -we 
' evaluate the leading ·s asymptoties: of, these amplitudes using the standard technique in 
the' a'representation;: the' further smallness "'a ~ 1/ s occurs from the extras-. channel 

· .. , propagator.; This ~mall magnitude can be compensated,by.large scalar products in 
· ; · tne'riumer.;_tor: ;This has happened for'the:spin-noi1-flip amplitude. which behaves as 
,:-.'sins' (13]. · However~ stich'large terms are absent' inl the,f1·- f'4 . contributions .and· 

they are not growing as s. Thus the radiative graphs do not contribute to the leading 
' asymptotic terms of the ~pin-flip amplitude. This result WaS confirmed by the numerical 
' : calculations. > > "> • ' \ '; •• l l '' .' '· '· ~ ' ' > ; ·' ' : > ' •• 

t !.' ,,,·: •.• ,I 
1 • .• c ~ ~ ; ' • ' ' H: ·, \. 
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(a) 

--

(b) 

Fig.2 ( a,b), The contributions of the 
different. structures < iJsoft >flip of 
the diagrams Fig.la,b: full curve~. the 

. total spiri~flip amplitudes; contribu
tions of the different structures: bro-

. . , ' I 

_ken curve - for theft. dots -, forthe 
r2,dotted line -"forthe fa, dots~dash 

-0.025 -.for the r4 . : c • • •• 

-o.05o L.__..-~-.......:.~~::---""""";~---:-""20 
0.0 Fig.2 ·(c) The. spin-flip amplitudes 

< iJ;."!ct >f!ip·(marked bya_- c); f~ll 
. curve - sum c;>f tl~e amplitudes -(c) 

So we see that the diagrams, Fig.la,b, determine the high energy contribution to 
the spin-flip amplitude. .It was shown previously that· we have .a full factorization 
of ihe transverse integrals in these terms. As a re5ult; the; amplitude B in {14;16) 
contains only the integration ovct'·fllk.l from the sum of the upper parts of graphs, 

· Fig.la,b. All momenta in these subgraphs are about p (p' components arc suppressed 
by-s). Thus these parts" of diagrams are at low energies because we cannot obtain any 
large magnitude "':S. from the scalar products of the momenta._ This leads us to the 
c.onch]sion that we obtain the factorization. of high energy {A29.) and .low energy (B) 
contributions in the spin-flip amplitude in the a: order' : 

.. ,} . ·.···... . 2 ••. ·• • •. ::. ., 

{T0 a{s,t)}flip =A ~(s,t)(B(t))ftip· . "'• {18) 

We'hopc that the spin-flip amplitudes in higher a 8 orders arc determined by similar 
contributions, where the low-energy spin-flip part is the subgraph B near the valence 
quark. In this case the diagram must fall into two parts which arc at low and high 
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-· 
energies . 

. {1~n+t(s,t))flip = A!~(s,t)(B(t))flip . . {19) · 
• ~ • > - ' ' • - • • 

'with the sam~ B(t)as in (IS). Here A!-?.(s, t) is a ladder two-gluon graph of the- order 
a~ for qq high-energy scattering. In this case the spin-flip amplitude obtained as a 
result of the. summation of these high energy p~meron graphs can be of the same 
energy behavior as th~spin-n~n-flip amplitude · .. , . ·.· . 

' . ' I Tflip 'I . ( • )} 
. 11' .· I ~ B(t flip·, · . non-fltp :- · 

: (20) 

This quantity is of the order ~fa,.. However.the consist~rit investigation of this problem 
is very complicat~d. · ·•· ' ·_·· ·. · .. ·, · · :. ·. :_ · ··. ·. :: ,: .. : .. . . 

So, the gluons in the high energy ~a,dder diag;ams of qq elastic. scattering at t-fixed 
make the spin-flip amplitude growing as s. This means the existence of the spin~ flip 
part in pomeron qxch~nge. It is shown that the main contribution in this case comes 
from the planar diagrams of the form, Fig.la,b. The obtained results confirm the 
factorization in the spin-flip part of the pomeron exchange of the large-distance effects . 
(B(t)) flip and the high"energy spinlcss two gluon amplitude A 29 (s, t). We' observed this 
effect in our previous model investigations [11). The ratio of the spin flip and non~flip 
amplitudes is not very large for theon-mass-s4ell quarks (only a fe\~ per ce1~t), but this 
ftinction can be energy-independent (20) ordecrease only logarithmically with growing 
·energy ( 1 ). The role of the off-mass-shell effects of the wav~ functions in the semi-hard 
region must be analysed in future investigations. · · 

Acknowledgement. The authors express their deep gratitude to A.V.Efremov, 
V.A:Matveev, V.A.Mcshchcryakov and O.V.Teryaev for fruitful discussions . 
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CnHHOBhle 3<fxt>ekThl B KBapK-KBapKOBOM pac 
DpH BbiCOKHX ::meprH.siX 

BhlnOJIHeH aHaJIH3 cnHHOBoii: CTpyKTYPJ 
pacce.siHH.si npH BbiCOK~x ::mepm.s~x H nepe~a~ 

3aHo, l.JTO B KXLI: B ~HarpaMMax nop~Ka a 

CDHH-Q>JIHDOBOH aMDJIHTy~e, .paCTym;eii: Dp4 
cym;eCTBOBaHHe CDHHOBbiX 3<fxl>eKTOB DpH Bh 
pe~en.s~eMhiX noMepoHHhiM o6MeHoM. Ha~{ 
CDHHa Tf COCTaBJI.sieT HeCKO.dhKO npon;eHTOI 
CDHHa., IloJiyl.JeHa Q>aK:ropH3all;H51 BKJia~OB 
BhiCOK03HepreTH'IeCKHX 3Q>Q>eKTOB B T f 

Pa6oTa BhiDOJIHeHa B Jia6oparopHH Teop 

TipenpHHT O!h.eA»HemJOro HHCTHryra SIACPH 

Goloskokov S.V., Selyugin O.V. 
Spin Effects in High Energy Quark-Quark Sc 

The spin amplitudes in high-energy quar 

are analyzed. It is shown that the gluon contr 

to the spin-flip amplitude growing ass. This n 
part in pomeron exchange. The resulting T1 
non-flip contribution. The factorization of th 
effec'ts in the spin-flip amplitude is obtained. 

The investigation has been performed . 
Physics, JINR. - . 
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